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Seventh National Council Meeting of Human
Rights Alliance and National Conference of
Human Rights Defenders
National Alliance for Human Rights and
Social Justice–Nepal (Human Rights
Alliance) completed its Seventh National
Council Meeting in Nepalgung on February
15, 2018. The meeting was collaboratively
hosted by Province 5 and 6 committees. In
the meeting, Central Committee Members
and Secretariat Committee Members,
Advisory Committee Members and other
representatives from all seven provinces
and district chapters were present.
Additionally, National Conference of Human
Rights Defenders was also organized on
the occasion. The meeting was chaired
by Min Bahadur Shahi, Chairperson of
Human Rights Alliance. The chief guest of
the meeting was Dr. BijaySubba, In-charge
of Human Rights Alliance. In the program,
35 members from Central Committee, 42
members from district chapters, 5 members
of advisory committee and one as observer
were present.
In the meeting, proposed Bylaw amendment
was endorsed. Along with this, presented
Provincial Executive Committee Procedure
2074 prepared by Min Bahadur Shahi,
Chairperson of Human Rights Alliance
was also endorsed from the meeting.
Furthermore, plan of action was presented

by each province representative concerning
with immediate activities to be carried
out for organizational and programmatic
improvement of the Alliance at provincial
and district levels.
The meeting passed all previous decisions
that were decided by the secretariat
meetings conducted after sixth Council
Meeting. Similarly, financial report was
presented by Mr. Bidur Subedi, ViceChairperson of Human Rights Alliance, on
behalf of Treasurer of the organization was
also passed in the meeting. Annual Report
prepared by Dr. Padma Prasad Khatiwada,
General Secretary of Human Rights
Alliance was passed by the meeting.
The meeting facilitated with congratulation
note to Dr. Sarbha Raj Khada, former
General Secretary of Human Rights Alliance
and current Advisor for being elected as
coordinator of FIAN International and Dr.
BijayaSubba, In-Charge of Human Rights
Alliance elected as a member of Legislative
Parliament of Nepal. The meeting also
expressed condolence and sympathy to the
demised ones and families who have been
directly or indirectly associated with the
Alliance and discussing about the current
issues concerned with human rights and
social justice in the country.

Finally, the meeting declared Nepalgunj
Declaration concerning with Human
Rights Defenders that will be contributing
for human rights and social justice in the
country. The chief guest remembered the
past contribution of the alliance on human
rights and social justice activities that have
been initiated by the organization. He also
shared directive words for being more active
and effective in human rights issues around
the country through its district chapters.

presentations on the issue emphasizing food
right as basic right that has to be ensured by
the government and organizations working
in this area. It was organized aiming to
pressurize to the concerned stakeholders

for being proactive regarding assurance to
the rights. After the presentation discussion
session conducted along with addressing
the queries asked from the floor.

Prior to the meeting, National Conference
on Food Right was organized by FIAN
Nepal with the support of Human Rights
Alliance, RRN, Nepal National Dalit
Social Welfare Organization (NNDSWO),
KadhyaAdhikarSanjal. In the conference,
hundreds of participants from the country
were participants. Experts presented

Central Committee and Secretariat Meeting of Human Rights Alliance
in Nepalgung
National Alliance for Human Rights and
Social Justice–Nepal (Human Rights
Alliance), a coalition of Nepali nongovernmental human rights organisations
dedicated to a cause of freedom, human
rights, social justice, and peace in Nepal
was established in 1996 completed its
Central Committee Meeting and Secretariat
Meeting in Nepalgung on February 14, 2018.
The meeting was collaboratively hosted
by Province 5 and 6 of the Alliance. In the
meeting, Central Committee Members and
Secretariat Members of the Alliance were
present. The meeting was chaired by Min
Bahadur Shahi, Chairperson of Human
Rights Alliance. The chief guest of the
meeting was Dr. BijaySubba, In-charge of
Human Rights Alliance.
Secretariat Meeting set the agenda of the
Central Committee Meeting and Seventh
National Council Meeting. From the
meeting, all the previous decisions made
by Secretariat meetings were passed. And,
other agenda were presenting provincial
organizational report and organizational
report financial report, presenting the
propose of bylaw amendment, presenting
Provincial Executive Committee Procedure

2074,
preparing
upcoming
action
plan, congratulating recently elected
representatives
previously
associated
with the Alliance, expressing condolence
and sympathy to the demised ones and
families who have been directly or indirectly
associated with the Alliance and discussing
about the current issues concerned with
human rights and social justice in the country.
Similarly, rigorous discussion was made
and passed from the Central Committee
Meeting in those agenda set by Secretariat
Meeting. The following are the key decisions
made by the meeting: endorsement of
all the previous decisions made by the
Secretariat meetings. Each Province InCharge presented the status of district
chapters regarding organizational condition,
activities, achievements, and further plans.
Further discussion was made and it was
passed with some feedback. Organizational
structure, activity report was presented
by Dr. Padma Prasad Khatiwada, General
Secretary of Human Rights Alliance passed
with some feedback. Similarly, financial
report was presented by Mr. Bidur Subedi,
Vice-Chairperson of Human Rights Alliance,
on behalf of Treasurer of the organization. All

the reports were passed along with some
suggestions and feedback for endorsing
from the Seventh National Council.
Similarly, prepared Bylaw amendment and
drafted Provincial Executive Committee
Procedure 2074 by Dr. Padma Prasad
Khatiwada, General Secretary of Human
Rights Alliance were decided to be
presented in the seventh National Council
for endorsement with some suggestions.
Furthermore, plan of action was presented
by each province representative concerning
with immediate activities to be carried
out for organizational and programmatic
improvement of the Alliance at provincial
and district levels. The meeting also decided
to open a bank account of Human Rights
Alliance for carrying out financial activities
on Nepal Investment Bank, Pulchok Branch.
The meeting passed the congratulation
note to Dr. Sarbha Raj Khada, former
General Secretary of Human Rights Alliance
and current Advisor for being elected as
coordinator of FIAN International and
Dr. Bijaya Subba, In-Charge of Human
Rights Alliance elected as a member of
Legislative Parliament of Nepal.

Participation on 19th Magna Meet in Kathmandu
National Alliance for Human Rights and
Social Justice (Human Rights Alliance)
took participation on the 9th Human Rights
Magna Meet 2017 program organized on
December 9, 2017 at Nepal SankritikSangh,
Dillibazar Kathmandu. The Human Rights
Magna Meet program was inaugurated
by President Bidhya Devi Bhandari. With
the pretext of International Human Rights
Day which is celebrated on December 10;
the three day program was organized by
Sankalpa-Women's Alliance for Peace,
Justice and Democracy on the occasion
of 69th International Human Rights Day.
In the program, a stall was set put by
HAMI in the program; in which, campaigns,
advocacy activities and publications made
by HAMI. Similarly, publications made by
and Karnali Integrated Rural Development
and Research Centre (KIRDARC Nepal)
and National Alliance for Human Rights and
Social Justice (Human Rights Alliance)were
also shared and disseminated to the visitors
in the program.

Press Release

Stop Exclusionary Politics!
National Alliance for Human Rights and
Social Justice, Nepal (Human Rights
Alliance) expresses grave concern on
increasing violent incidences that have been
taking place in different parts of country
in the prospect of upcoming Federal and
Provincial election.
More than 12 people have been injured from
bomb explosion that took place today at
Chandrapur Municipality-5, Rautahat, near
to Radha Krishna Temple, on Mangsir 2,
2074 detonated by unidentified group. The
incidence took place when Left Alliance
was organizing election campaign around
the area. Very loud sound was heard in the
explosion. Among the injured, Sita Rai, 31
and her 7 years' old son, Jaibik Rai are in
critical condition. Other injured have been
identified as Laxmi Rai, Ratna Bahadur B.K.,
KuntaKhatri, Gopal B.K. Dilmaya Rai and
Yamuna Kafle.

Participants from qarthquake survivors
from the different earthquake affected
districts, namely, Dhading, Sindhuli,Rasuwa
shared their experiences in the process of
reconstruction.

In this Magna Meet, an interaction event
was organized in the program by HAMI
aiming to disseminate results of Fact
Finding Report and interacting about the
status of reconstruction from the experts
and earthquake survivors. The program
was chaired by Lily Thapa, Chairperson
of Sankalpa and Min Bahadur Shahi,
Chairperson of Human Rights Alliance.
As per the program's objective, Fact
Finding Report was officially launched
by earthquake survivors who were taking
part from earthquake affected districts.

Meanwhile, a pressure cooker bomb was
detonated today targeting Ram Chandra
Poudel, senior leader of Nepali Congress
at Nepal Danda, Tanahu Bhanu-10. During
the time, he was heading to Gorakha and
Lamgunj for election campaigns of his
party. The incident took place at around
3:00 pm. From the explosion, part of
vehicle, in which he was travelling, has
been damaged. Similar incident has taken
place in Okhaldhunga as bomb was hurled
towards people and party cadres of Left
Alliance and Nepali Congress travelling by
bus and jeep at Chyanam, Sunkoshi Rural
Municipality-7, Okhaldhunga.
Individuals or groups involved into
these attacks have not been identified
and arrested yet from the immediate
investigation. Human Rights Alliance
considers this as utter negligence from the
government. Despite this grave security
concern, leaders from the government
and political parties have remained
busy in their election campaigns of their

In the program, Dr. Padama Prasad
Khatiwada presented brief summary of fact
finding report to the audiences reflecting
slow pace of reconstruction process that
has been undertaken by government
under National Reconstruction Authority.
And, aim for taking part in the program
was and advocating human rights and
relevant concerns in Nepal by promoting
the concerns in Nepal by promoting the
campaigns and activities carried out by
the organizations. Additionally, a video
documentary was prepared based on
the progress status of reconstruction
targeting to earthquake affected districts.
This has helped for advocating the rights
of survivors by sending the message to the
concerned authorities.

respective political parties even moving
out of the capital city. This has been one
of the evidences of negligence from the
government side.
In this transitional phase, periodic elections,
Federal and Provincial levels, are in the
horizon with prospect of implementing the
constitution. But, Human Rights Alliance
takes these frequent attacks seriously in
peaceful gathering of political leaders,
party carders and people for election
campaigns. The Alliance takes this as
attack on democracy of the country by
creating obstructions in election campaigns
which are carried out in peaceful manner
and restricting people to take part in those
activities. Carrying out election campaign
in independent and peaceful manner is
our fundamental right. Creating obstacle
in the election campaigns is deplorable
act; hence, the Alliance demands to bring
anyone involved in those disgraceful acts
into the of legal punishment process.
Mansir, 2074/November 19, 2017

Statement on EU/EOM Report: Nepal's Election Observation
National Alliance for Human Rights and
Social Justice Nepal (Human Rights
Alliance) expresses its concern over the
Election Observation Report and the Press
Statement issued by the European Union
Election Observation Mission (EU/EOM) on
20 March 2018.
The Election Commission of Nepal has outrightly rejected the Report being against
the National and International Election
Observation Code of Conduct. The Election
Commission has marked the Report being
misleading and baseless. On the one hand,

the EU/EOM's Report on its front page
highlights, “The information and views set
out in this report are those of the author(s)
and do not necessarily reflect the official
opinion of the European Union" on the
other, it has disagreed the government's
position on the report by issuing another
statement on 22 March resulting confusion
among the public on the agreements made
by both parties.
Human Rights Alliance has its opinion on the
report that some of the recommendations
furnished by the report are against the spirit
of the Constitution such as Article 18 on

right to equality and Article 42 on right
to Social Justice. Human Rights Alliance
draws the attention of the concerned
that the Observation Mission's statement
has created confusion in respecting the
principle of human rights for all while
making recommendations indicating a
particular community of Nepal.

Dr. Padma Prasad Khatiwada,
Secretary General

Meeting with CSO Federations of Nepal
National Alliance for Human Rights and Social Justice-Nepal (Human Rights Alliance) organized interaction meeting on “Role of Civil
Society Organizations in the Present Context" on December 30, 2017 at Human Rights Alliance, Central Office, Sanepa, Lalitpur with
different federations working as civil society organizations in Nepal. In the program, Dr. BajaySubba, In-Charge of Human Rights Alliance
was the Chief Guest. The program was chaired by Min Bahadur Shahi, Chairperson of the Human Rights Alliance.
The following were the agenda of meeting:
1. Interacting on effective role of civil society organizations in the present context.
2. Discussing on freedom of association and organization.
3. Assessing the security of Human Right Defenders.
4. Reviewing recently completed Federal and Provincial Level election.
After the discussion/interaction on the agenda of the meeting, following decisions were taken:
1. Carrying out further discussions and interactions on these sorts of forums on effective role of civil society organizations in the
present context.
2. Lobbying further to the concerned authorities to ensure the on freedom of association of CSOs as provisioned by the constitution.

Civil Society Campaign against Inequality in Nepal
Nepal Sustainable Development Goal (SDG)
Forum, non-government organsation (NGO)
Federation of Nepal, National Alliance for
Human Rights and Social Justice –Nepal
(Human Rights Alliance) and South Asia
Alliance for Poverty Eradication (SSAPE)
collaboratively organized “Civil Society
Campaign Against Inequality in Nepal" on
January 24, 2018 at Jawalakhel, Lalitpur.
In the program, civil society organizations
and social movements and individuals
were the participants. The campaign was
organized considering the past among
the various campaigns to raise their voice
against inequality “Flight Inequality" across
the world on the streets, social media and
in public places during the week of action
from 19- 26 January 2018. This movement
has been the voice of the rest of the society
who have been suffering due to this unjust
governance system at different arena of

time. While the world's business elites
and top politicians come together for the
World Economic Forum (WEF) in Davos,
Switzerland from 23- 26 January 2018 to
discuss the increasing inequality over the
riches and the super riches of the world,
they are unaware of the rapidly growing
inequality between the poor and the riches.
In the context above, a planning meeting
was held on 8 January 2018 among the
member of Nepal SDGs Forum at NGO
Federation of Nepal. On 16 January
meeting, all the members of constituencies
affiliated in Nepal SDG Forum shared their
ideas about the campaign and its modality.
With coordination from Nepal SDG Forum,
briefing meeting was organized on January
22, 2018. The meeting was concerned
with sharing objectives and tentative
program modalities that will be organized

during the campaigns. Representatives
fromNepal SDG Forum, NGO Federation
of Nepal, National Alliance for Human
Rights and Social Justice –Nepal (Human
Rights Alliance), and South Asia Alliance
for Poverty Eradication (SSAPE) were
present in the meeting. On 23rd January,the
campaigners came up with some facts and
figure on inequality in their constituencies
on 3 areas i) Caste, gender and ethnicity
ii) geographical inequality and iii) income
inequality. Also come up with the issues.
In the same day (23rd) the constituencies
will work in groups for presenting facts/
realities and issues in different forms such
as cartoon, poster, social media message,
op-ed (articles) and best practices or
political approaches to solve the problems.
At the end, a cartoonist (Umesh Chandra
Adhikari) was invited to sketch cartoons
to be displayed on 24 January event.

Altogether six cartoons were sketched as
annexed herewith. Similarly, Dr. Padma
Prasad Khatiwada produced an op-ed on
Onlinekhabar on inequality in Nepal.
The mobilisation to raise voice against
inequality was a mass gathering of students,
youths, artists, singers, dancers, activists
etc. where they presented the situation of
inequality through their way of expression

as well as they promote their message for
the just and equal society. The campaign
was mainly focused on the situation of
inequality mainly with respect to genderequality and social inclusion (GESI), income
and geographical complexities including
others. Similarly, the UN SDG process has
recognised the inequality as grave concern
to the ongoing development paradigm and

Nepalgunj Declaration
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has enlisted it as one of the goals, SDG
10 (Reduce inequality).This campaign is
a continuation of protest against the big
business giants, multi-national corporations
and promoters of corporate globalisation.
Prior to this campaign, several rounds of
discussions, consultations were carried out
among the stakeholders and organizers
aiming to make the event more effective.
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